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Abstract

Generally, process patterns are considered as patterns capturing reusable development activities, and serve as building blocks for constructing new processes. However, such a definition is not adequate to represent the original idea of process patterns that aims to capture and reuse diverse process knowledge. In this work, we broaden the definition and application of process patterns to take more advantage of them for different process modeling needs. First, we formalized the process pattern concept so that it can capture various kinds of process knowledge. Then, we proposed different ways for reusing process patterns to generate or improve process models. These propositions were rigorously defined in a UML-based meta-model to permit describing processes based on process patterns with standard notations, and to facilitate the development of supporting tools.

1. Introduction

Software Process Modeling deals with producing explicit, formal representations of software processes to help understand, analyze, enact and improve software development. Because software processes are intrinsically complex, process modeling is one of the most fundamental challenges of Software Process Technology. Reuse of the valuable process knowledge gained through the modeling of software processes is thus important to reduce process modeling effort and propagate process best-practices.

Inspired by the success of software product patterns, the process community proposed the concept of process pattern to capture and reuse explicitly process knowledge. Unfortunately, this attractive concept has still been poorly exploited due to the limited definition, the inadequate formalization and the lack of supporting methodology.

Generally, process patterns are defined as patterns describing proven processes for realizing development tasks (e.g. the Technical-Review pattern in [1] describes how to organize and conduct the review of one or more deliverables). Defined in this way, process patterns are only used as building blocks for constructing new processes. However, process knowledge of interest includes not only such software development tactics, but also other heuristics of process modeling, organizing and execution (e.g. the patterns proposed in [16] define pragmatic and abstract building blocks for modeling recurrent situations in collaborative works). This kind of process knowledge can be useful for both process construction and process improvement, but it is currently ignored in process pattern formalization and application.

We argue that the existing definitions of process patterns are not enough general to cover the diversity of process knowledge. Based on these inadequate definitions, the ways that process patterns are formalized and used are limited too. We think that broadening the view on process patterns can help us taking more advantage of process patterns for different process modeling needs.

Thus, we present in this paper a meta-model that enables the representation of diverse process patterns and their applications for elaborating process models based on process patterns.

The second section gives a brief survey of some significant works on process patterns and contrasts them with our approach. The third section presents how our process pattern meta-model supports capturing and representing various process knowledge. The fourth section describes how process patterns can be used to generate or improve process models. The conclusion sums up our contributions, and future works.

2. State-of-art

In this section we want to summarize what kinds of process knowledge are generally captured in published process patterns and how those process patterns are formalized and reused by the existing works for facilitate process modeling.
We classified process knowledge into three principal types according to the level of abstraction: (a) generic process structures applicable to any process, such as templates for modeling different process workflows [29]; (b) general development methods or techniques that can be applied for different application domains, such as the inspection technique for verify software artifacts [5]; (c) concrete hands-on experiences applicable to a particular process for producing a specific kind of product, such as a process for designing information systems adopted by a specific team.

Most of process-related patterns in literature capture the process knowledge type (b) [1,5,6,8,7] or (a) [16,21,22,29]. The knowledge type (c) is normally captured in internal process patterns of an organization.

There is few works on process patterns formalizing; we describe some of those that define a meta-model for process pattern.

In the Living Process Framework [9], Gnatz et al. introduced the notion of process pattern as a modular way for documenting development knowledge. However, the process pattern structure as well as interrelationships of process patterns is not defined explicitly in their work. In contrast, Hagen et al. developed a UML-based language named PROPELS [10] to describe explicitly process patterns. The meta-model of PROPELS encloses the internal structure as well as relationships between process patterns to facilitate patterns organization. Ribo et al. [7] developed the language PROMENADE which defines process pattern as a process template and provides a set of operators supporting process reuse and harvesting mechanisms to manipulate process models.

In the draft submission for SPEM 2.0 [18], a process pattern describes reusable clusters of activities in common process areas. Pattern applications is supported through the Activity Use mechanisms, which defines relationship kinds so that when the pattern is being revised or updated, all changes will automatically be reflected in all processes that applied that pattern. However, the internal structure of this concept and relationships between patterns are not defined in SPEM.

All the above works adopted a rather limited definition for process pattern concept, i.e. they focused mainly on capturing process knowledge type (b) and (c). They proposed a unique way to reuse process patterns as building blocks for generating new development processes.

In contrast to these works, we define process patterns as patterns for modeling processes. Thus, the process patterns in our definition can capture diverse process knowledge in all (a), (b) and (c) (c.f. [27] for a more complete classification of process patterns). We want to provide different mechanisms to apply process patterns not only for elaborating new process models, but also for redesigning or improving existing ones.

3. Process Patterns Formalization

To enable a practical use of process pattern in process modeling, we formalize this concept by introducing it into a process meta-model. In order to meet the standardization and facilitate the development of supporting tools, our meta-model is inspired by SPEM1.1[17] and defined as a MOF-based[20] model by reusing the UML 2 Infrastructure library [19].

In our meta-model, a process pattern (ProcessPattern) captures a model (TaskModel) representing a solution that can be applied in a given context (PatternContext) to resolve a recurrent process modeling problem (PatternProblem). (Figure 1a).

The TaskModel concept is used to describe a (fragment of) process and is an aggregation of a set of process elements, i.e. Task, Product and Role (Figure 1b). A Task is a unit of controlled work (i.e. scheduled) realized by a Role to create or modify Products.

![Figure 1 Meta-model of process pattern concept](image)

Process modeling problems can vary from describing specific development tasks to suggesting efficient generic process structures. Consequently, solutions provided by process patterns could describe diverse process knowledge at different levels of abstraction.

We distinguish three kinds of process patterns: abstract, general and concrete to capture respectively three process knowledge type (a)(b)(c) mentioned in section 1. An AbstractProcessPattern captures a generic recurrent structure for modeling or organizing processes. In such a pattern, the precise semantic of elements is not important but the relation between them...
express the solution. For instance, in [16] Lonchamp described the pattern “Division of labour” as a solution for modeling collaborative tasks performed by several actors on subparts of a document for building the whole document in a parallel way (Figure 3a). A GeneralProcessPattern provides a general development method which partially specified and must be refined further to be applicable for a specific purpose. For example, Figure 3b shows the Fagan inspection process [5] for detecting defects of software artifacts. The task of this process must be specialized when applying for a specific kind of products (e.g. requirements, design, code, etc.); therefore we use a general pattern to describe it. Finally, a ConcreteProcessPattern captures a completely specified solution of a process in a particular context. For example, Figure 3c describes a particular process (e.g. inspection process) for detecting defects of software artifacts. The task of this process must be specialized when applying for a specific kind of products (e.g. requirements, design, code, etc.); therefore we use a general pattern to describe it. Finally, a ConcreteProcessPattern captures a completely specified solution of a process in a particular context.

To support representing process patterns at the above levels of abstraction, we also describe process elements at three abstraction levels: abstract, general and concrete.

We show in Figure 2 the hierarchy of process elements (a), and the possible compositions of process patterns on different levels of abstraction (b).

Figure 2 Abstraction levels of Process Elements
An abstract process element is used to refer to an unspecified element without defining its precise semantic (e.g. a task T, a product P). A general process element is partly defined but could be specified further (e.g. a code product can be object-oriented or functional with different characteristics; a review task can work on code or design document with different details, techniques). A concrete process element is completely specified for a specific purpose (e.g. a UMLDesignReview task).

Figure 3 shows an example of different process patterns in our categorization.

3. Applications of Process Patterns
After examining many issues in process modeling, we distinguish two types of problems: defining a process element and organizing process elements.

The first problem concerns the question of how to define the details of a process element (including development tasks, work products or participant roles). A pattern addressing such a question captures a model describing the content of the required process element. For example, the process pattern in Figure 3b can be used to define a technical review task of a development process. This type of problems is ordinary but frequent.

The question for the second problem is how to organize a group of process elements to satisfy a special situation or certain constraints. Such problems focus on how to achieve high quality process models and effective executions of those models. A pattern
ReviewDesign reused the process pattern Fagan process to review software artifacts. So he process designer decided to apply the well-known elements. When refining this baseline process, the model of NSU containing unspecified process represent the products in this example.

(Figure 3b) to generate the content of the tasks PatternBinding illustrating the use of process patterns to generate the content of a process element. In such cases, process patterns can be used as building blocks to construct new processes quickly. This is the most popular use, and to our knowledge, it is the unique use of process patterns proposed by the process community for process modeling.

In our meta-model, this kind of process pattern reuse is represented by the relation PatternBinding between a process element (source) and a process pattern (target). The presence of a PatternBinding relation implies that the contents of the model captured in the target process pattern will be copied into the bound process element.

To promote the use of process pattern, we permit the reuse by abstraction mechanism. We define process patterns as parameterized templates and allow explicit parameter substitutions in the relation PatternBinding to refine process models captured in process patterns on instantiating them. We show in Figure 4 an example illustrating the use of process patterns to generate process elements’ contents through the relation PatternBinding. For the sake of simplicity, we won’t represent the products in this example.

Figure 4a shows the baseline development process model of NSU containing unspecified process elements. When refining this baseline process, the process designer decided to apply the well-known Fagan process to review software artifacts. So he reused the process pattern FaganInspectionPattern (Figure 3b) to generate the content of the tasks ReviewUserInterface, ReviewDatabase and ReviewDesign. Because FaganInspection is a general pattern, for each application of it to generate a specific task, the designer specified the appropriate parameter for the binding. For example, the general task Preparation in the pattern was substituted by DiagramExamining for the bound task ReviewUserInterface; and by DataModelChecking in the bound task ReviewDatabase.

The unfolded models for the tasks ReviewUserInterface and ReviewDatabase are shown in Figure 4b.

(Figure 4) An example of process pattern application for generating a process element’s content

3.2 Using Process Patterns to enrich or (re)organize a group of existing process elements

For process elements organizing problems, another way to apply process patterns is required. The general situation in such cases is that process designers want to apply new relations on a group of existing process elements, or to add new information to that group. Process patterns for such problems can be used as process structure templates to (re)organize processes. However, this kind of process pattern reuse has not been exploited yet in practical process modeling. We define therefore the relation PatternApplying to enable process structure template reuse.

A PatternApplying relation represents the application of a source pattern to a specific situation involving specific target process elements playing the roles of the elements defined in the pattern. The

---

1 Due to the space limit, we cannot present here the detailed definition of this relation.

2 As for the relation PatternBinding, we allow parameter substitutions in this relation. The extraction of our meta-model that defines these relations will be present in another paper.
presence of a PatternApplying relation implies that the structure of the process model captured in a source pattern will be applied to the target model. The specific way this application is realized depends on the applyingMode specified in the relation.

We define three applyingModes for the relation PatternApplying: change, replace and extend.

If the mode change is chosen, all relations (if existed) between target model’s elements will be removed, only new relations and dependencies (together with associated elements) defined among the elements of the source pattern will be applied to the corresponding elements in the target model.

If the mode replace is chosen, the content of the source pattern will override the existing one of the target model. More precisely, in the case the target model contains elements and relations other than the source pattern, these existing elements will be conserved in the resulting model only if they are not contrary to the ones defined in the source pattern, otherwise they will be replaced by the pattern’s elements.

The mode extend indicates that the content of the source pattern will be merged with the existing one of the target model. However, the existing elements are intact and the new ones will be ignored if there are conflicts ³ between them.

To illustrate the use of process patterns to reorganize the structure of process models, we take a scenario happened at a NSU development team.

To design an information system, normally this team uses the concrete process described in Figure 3c. This process was constructed for NSU small teams that composed of one designer and one tester. Thus, the three components of design model, i.e., interface, database and system designs are elaborated and verified sequentially (Figure 5a). However, for a new project, this NSU team grew with three designers and three testers. To optimize the development time, the project leader wanted to change the design process to allow parallel works.

To satisfy this requirement, the process designer wanted to apply the process pattern Division of labour (Figure 3a) to reorganize the workflow of NSU Information Systems Design process but keep the contents of its elements which were fully specified.

Figure 5 shows this application through the use of PatternApplying relation.

³ Conflicts may come from contrary dependencies between tasks’ execution orders, between products’ impacts; or from the incoherent relations between tasks and manipulated products, between tasks and participants roles, etc. The detailed analysis for such conflicts will be present in another work.

4. Conclusion

We presented in this paper a solution to broaden the definition and the use of process pattern for exploiting better this concept in process modeling. This proposition is formalized in a process meta-model that defines rigorously the process pattern concept and two operators for process patterns reuse.

Compared with these related works, our approach emphasizes process patterns reuse by abstraction mechanism. By distinguishing process elements at different abstraction levels, our meta-model allows representing various kinds of process knowledge encapsulated in process models. Based on this multi-levels abstraction, our process pattern definition covers a large variety of process patterns. By using parameterization to define process pattern concept and its reuse operators, we promote the use of process patterns and enable the pattern-based process model representation. Especially, the two proposed operators, binding and applying, provide the complementary ways to exploit process patterns for different process modeling needs, which are ignored in previous works. However, the proposed formalism just allows representing the process knowledge that can be expressed as a set of process elements with relations among them. Further studies on potential conflicts in applying process pattern(s) to a target model should be investigated to enable a more rigorous semantic of this operator.

We are now attempting to formalize the actions to unfold the resulting process models of the proposed
operators with OCL queries. Besides, a meta-process defining a systematic method for modeling processes based on patterns is currently developing. Finally, to validate our work, we are implementing a process modeling tool that supports the proposed meta-model and meta-process and allows process constructing and tailoring by reuse process patterns. A potential integration or alignment of this tool to the Eclipse Process Framework [4] is aimed.
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